Dear Mrs. Ruben,

First, am better, and feel sure will be OK real soon. Do not worry. Am keeping in touch with all — although was "floored completely" for a while.

Doubtless you received telegram which is enclosed.

Mrs. Wrigley's remarks were that considerable reaction would occur from this action, by the conservatives who have so far remained silent.

In regard to answers to those many letters, it was his advise to go slow thereby letting the writers cool down. Advise
please, if you wish letters still shown to Mr. Neadix, in company with Mr. Wrigley. Maybe we can get situation sized up, after hearing from you, if this is what you wish done, early next week.

Sentiments here in Washington is very evenly divided, and a few days watching will give opportunity to observe reactions.

It would seem good logic, to me, to wait a while longer, before any replies are sent. We will await your further instructions. Mr. Wrigley will likely write you also.

As to me and my gripe, let me tell you of that and my
disappointed of falling "by the
wayside" later. You have too
many urgent things to think
of just now. Thank Heaven
though, I am better and will
soon be well again.

My love to you.

Faithfully,

Marquisite Schonda

Meanwhile—do not worry! It is
still private property they are
desiring, and you have received
some fine letters of commendation.
In this day— it seems all the
"isms" in the world break lone in
an effort to tear down good common
sense!
"Board Education voted Six to Two to rescind ruling which means Central High School will be available. This vote taken, however, after receiving reports from School Buildings Committee saying if Board wanted to change its action rental of the building was not to be regarded as a precedent or to upset established rules in D.C. Wrigley advises slow action in answer to letters."

Mary Schouler